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I was a pretty uncoordinated little kid. I have two older sisters who, in my eyes, were amazing athletes - 

both excellent field hockey and lacrosse players. Megan ended up playing lacrosse at Middlebury and 

Jenny at Williams. Meanwhile, I was in middle school at the time, and sprouted 6 ½ inches in less than 2 

years. I was gangly, pretty darn uncoordinated and felt as though I was the farthest thing from being 

athletic as you can imagine. But, following in their footsteps, I, too, played field hockey and lacrosse 

and then picked up squash in 7th grade before coming to St. Andrew’s in the 2nd Form. (Yes, we used 

to have a 2nd Form.) While early on I didn’t consider myself an athlete, I loved being on teams. I love 

the camaraderie, the fun and I loved being outdoors. I also loved doing what my older sisters did, so I 

didn’t completely understand why my father encouraged me to “try rowing” after 9th grade. So in 10th 

grade, I gave it a shot…I knew I could always go back to lacrosse for my junior and senior years. 

 

While I absolutely love the grace, finesse and speed of lacrosse, rowing changed my life. For the first 

time I didn't have to worry about my hand-eye co-ordination or my speed; my focus was now internal - I 

learned “boat feel” and “glide” and “ratio.” I learned about focus and synchronicity. It was all new to 

me. Never in my life had I needed to focus so hard to learn, and never in my life had I thought about 

power. I hadn't even known what that meant. Once I learned the basics of rowing, I was told that we all 

had power within ourselves and was asked to try to tap into more to see what I could do. Did I have 

more? I didn’t know. There were so many questions, but I knew I was hooked. I can’t say my first few 

weeks of rowing were fun because there is so much to learn, and both my brain and my body were 

exhausted at the end of each day. 

 

My teams at SAS did very well and I ended up being recruited to row at Penn. After my SAS graduation 

and coming off a great summer rowing on the US Junior National team where I competed at the Junior 

Worlds in Sweden with one of my SAS boat-mates “Buttons” Kelly, I ended up making the 1st boat my 

freshman year in college which gave me more confidence and drive to train and push myself. I am not 

sure where or when I started, but sometime mid-year of my sophomore year now at Trinity College in 

CT (that’s another story), I found myself imagining I was a national team rower before certain workouts. 

I imagined myself putting on the equivalent of a full, head-to-toe (red white & blue) bodysuit that made 

me look and feel like a national team rower. In my mind, I “zipped” it over my entire body and I became 

this other person. It might sound a little weird, but it made me feel strong. While I looked the same on 



the outside, when I had that imaginary uni-suit on I became someone else. I was taller, I was stronger, I 

was calm and confident. I was the athlete I wanted to be. I would get in the boat, on the erg or weight 

room and get to work. Gone were my fears. I found laughter, passion, friendship, and camaraderie as 

well as focus, strength and confidence. It was incredibly empowering. 

 

At that time, I had no idea what visualization was, but I knew that creating these scenarios in my mind 

completely empowered me as an athlete and helped bring out my best. While I didn't know then what I 

know now, I knew I liked these little tricks because it prepared me and got me excited for my workouts. 

 

After four amazing years of college rowing, I moved to California to work at a boarding school. It was 

an incredible chance to see who I was without rowing in my life, something I wanted. I did admissions 

and did a ton of running, primarily 10k’s but I also did a few marathons, as well. Again, sometimes the 

night before a race I’d imagine being fluid, light and fast, like a tiny, sinewy Olympic runner, and I’d 

always walk around pre-race trying to look as tall as I could. (For some reason, that has always 

empowered me.) 

 

But, after a few years I missed rowing and the East Coast, so I took a job as a history teacher at Noble & 

Greenough School outside of Boston where I was asked to coach three sports and run a winter training 

program. While I loved coaching field hockey and squash, I was most eager and nervous about coaching 

rowing. This would be my first year back with rowing after five years and my first stint coaching it, and 

I was taking over a team whose former coach was legendary. He was known to be exceptionally 

competitive and highly successful, but he was also known to be abrasive, a bit of a bully and had his 

clear favorites. While I wanted nothing more than to beat his records and not be a shadow of a coach, I 

knew I would not try to replace him. I had to try to do it my way. I knew what motivated me, and I 

wanted to share positivity and a love of sport with my new athletes. 

 

In my first year at Nobles, I introduced my team to visualization. I tried to get them to picture 

themselves rowing and feeling the perfect stroke. I had them “see” the racing starts which are the first 30 

strokes of the race where you basically sprint off the line from a dead stop. Starts are incredibly fast-

paced, difficult to do cleanly (without your blades splashing all over), difficult to execute as one. The 

cleaner your start, the faster your boat. I wanted my team to have the fastest starts in America. I broke 

down the start into individual strokes. We would practice that 1st stroke of the race until it was perfect. 

Then 2 strokes then 3...No one does that. (I still do this to this day.) We started visualizing the entire 



race, so they could even picture themselves transitioning from those almost out of control high-paced 

strokes to what we call a “base pace”. We would focus on a powerful leg drive, body swing, or a boat-

sending finish. Sometimes we used imagery pretending to be a freight train or a stealth jet. We planned 

and visualized when and how we would take a “pop 10” where we’d jack up the stroke rating at the 

exact same time in hope of catching our opponent off guard from their own internal focus. We worked 

together and scripted it all, and then thanks to our incredible coxswains, they delivered these messages 

to the entire boat during the entire race. 

 

I taught them to practice seeing and feeling their entire race plan while lying in their bed the night before 

a race, to see every stroke, to feel the synchronicity and lightness of their combined power. I wanted 

them to be so prepared for each race not only because they had practiced on the water but they had 

practiced repetitively in their mind. While we did very well that year, the next year in 1996, we were 

undefeated and all 4 of Mr. Berl and my boats swept the New England Championships, earning our first 

bid to the US National Championships in Cincinnati, Ohio. My first boat won the gold medal at 

Nationals and broke the course record which they held for a few decades. Inspired by this love of team 

and hard work, all of these seniors that year went on to row or cox in college - Harvard, Dartmouth, 

UVA, Brown, Michigan, and all of them brought the concept of visualization with them to their new 

teams. 

 

I have used visualization, in varying degrees, with every team I have coached since. After 3 amazing 

years at Nobles, I was offered a coaching position at Ohio State and then happily jumped at an offer I 

couldn’t refuse at the University of Virginia. A few years after that I accepted my first Head Coaching 

position at Trinity College when Mr. Berl’s job took us to CT, now two small daughters in tow. All of 

these teams visualized. Almost all of these teams were either undefeated or some type of champion. It 

was an incredible time for me. 

 

My favorite way to visualize is when we would go to away races and stay in hotels. Since there are nine 

girls in each boat, I would meet with each boat one at a time. I would dim the lights and have all nine 

athletes lie on the floor of the hotel room with their eyes closed, like shivasna for those of you who have 

done yoga, and either the coxswain or I would talk the boat through the entire race plan, calling our 

moves, creating hypothetical races against our opponents, dropping behind Princeton and then moving 

back on them, or talking about how scared the crew from Williams looked as we sat on the starting line. 

I didn’t always have them see perfect rowing. Sometime, especially against our tougher competition, I 



would throw in potential problems that might occur during a race, but I would always create a scenario 

where they figured out how to address the problem, so they could learn without making the actual 

mistake in the real race. Basically, I wanted them to be prepared for anything. We only had one chance. 

(No time outs, no restarts. Go meant go, and you’d better be ready.) 

 

As some of you know, visualization works because of the incredible neuroplasticity of the brain. Now I 

am not a scientist, not even close, but I have learned that the reason visualization works is due to the 

malleability or the ability to change our brain, based on our thoughts. Simply put, what we think really 

does have the ability to change our brain physiology and become reality. This is such cool stuff - 

whether you are an athlete or a musician or focused on perfecting any movement or action, it is 

applicable and helpful to you. So those of you who think your brain is just the brain you were born with, 

you are wrong. 

 

When I was training the Harvard Lightweight women in 2014 and carefully introducing the concept of 

visualization, I was met with resistance. They thought I was a bit hokey, and new-agey, but Naomi 

Lang, an amazing, vibrant sophomore from Melbourne, Australia loved it, and told her dad Bill. Bill 

called me from Melbourne to share a story he knew I'd like. There was an Australian gymnast who was 

training to be on the Olympic team. She hit a point in her training where she was suddenly unable to nail 

a very difficult move on the uneven parallel bars, but this was a move that she had to have in her routine. 

Every time she did the routine and she came to this one move, she fell. She could not do it and it became 

a total mental block. Clearly, it began to eat away at her, and knew she was at a turning point in her 

career. She now feared the bars, she feared getting hurt, she feared being cut from the team. Instead of 

doubling down and having her work harder on that one routine, the team sport psychologist did 

something totally unique at the time. Every day, instead of having her work on the bars, she would chalk 

up her hands, and then staring at the bars or sometimes eyes closed, she would visually run through her 

routine perfectly over and over and over, each time nailing that difficult move with perfect mastery. She 

would see every little aspect of the move even in slow motion. I think he told me she went two months 

without attempting that part of the routine on the actual bars. When she, her coach and the sports psych 

agreed it was time to “get back on the horse” and do the routine, she chalked up her hands and executed 

the routine perfectly from start to finish flying effortlessly and confidently through that difficult move. 

This is a clear example of the power of visualization. 

 



A couple of years ago, after learning more about the impact of mental imagery, I came upon a study 

from 2005. A research team at the Harvard Medical School did an experiment with 2 separate groups of 

professional piano players. Neuroscientist Alvaro Pascual-Leone had one test group come in and 

practice what I believe was a fairly difficult, unfamiliar piano piece. He had them practice 2 hours a day, 

every day for a week. At the end of the week, researchers could see by the use of electrical brain scans 

that the motor cortex in the brain responsible for finger movement had grown significantly. Then he had 

another volunteer group of pianists come in. They, too, were given the same piece to practice each day, 

but they did 100% of the practice visually, not even using their hands. They were asked to put their 

hands in their laps and practice the piano piece by visualizing that they were playing it each day. The 

scientists discovered something extraordinary: just by merely visualizing that they were playing, the 

physical structure of their brains changed in the exact same manner and vastness as those who had 

actually played and practiced on a real piano. 

 

Mental imagery in sport is a crucial tool for any athlete’s peak performance. It allows mind and body to 

work in deeper harmony. Steph Curry is a prime example of this - he has been visualizing sinking his 3 

pointers for as long as he can remember. Katie Ledecky, La Bron James, Lionel Messi, dancers, divers, 

skaters, tennis players, aerial ski jumpers, and more. You name it, the best reach the top by practicing 

mental imagery in addition to their physical training. What we’ve learned is that the brain doesn’t 

necessarily know what is REAL and what is not. So, let’s think how we can use this powerful tool to 

improve our daily lives.  

 

We have all heard so much about the importance of mindfulness and practicing gratitude. I’d love for 

you to take the science of neuroplasticity and the power of visualization that we apply to sports and 

rethink how practicing thinking positively on a regular basis might impact your own brain, your own 

feelings and your own reality. Just like visualizing a piano piece, gymnastic tumble, a free throw shot or 

a penalty kick, what you put in your brain, what you feed it, is what grows...and that becomes what you 

feel, it’s what you embody; it’s what you become. 

 

The way we think affects our happiness and our physical state. Psychologist Sydney Banks noted 

“Thought is not reality, yet it is through thought that our realities are created.” We have choices, and it 

seems we have much more control over how we feel than we ever knew. University of California at San 

Francisco researcher and blogger of The Best Brain Possible, Debbie Hampton says “Your habits, good 



or bad, get wired into your brain”. She encourages mindfulness and meditation to change the 

neuroplasticity of the brain to improve mental health. 

 

Can we use positive mental imagery to bring more kindness and empathy, warmth and love to our 

community? Can we as individuals slow down enough to take time to visualize our kindest, most 

supportive selves? Can we take the time to visualize actually listening and laughing and loving? 

Whatever it is you need or want, start giving it more space in your thoughts, prayers, mediations and 

conversations. Just give it space. The more space you give to negativity the more it will consume you. 

 

How we think and act towards others impacts our brain, our own physiology and our happiness. I 

believe kindness and generosity are the fuel for a fulfilling life. 

 
 
 
A few short Buddhist thoughts: 

• Every positive thought propels you in the right direction... The mind is everything. What you 
think, you become.  
 

• Holding onto anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone; you are 
the one who gets burned. What you think, you become.  
 

• If you fill your mind with positive thoughts, you will manifest positive outcomes. Infuse more 
sunshine in your thinking, and when negativity takes hold, let it sit for just a moment, and then 
send it away. What you think, you become. 

 
“If we have the attitude that it’s going to be a great day, it usually is.” (Catherine Pulsifier) 
 
“If you hear a voice within you say ‘you cannot paint,’ then by all means paint, and that voice will be 
silenced.” (Vincent Van Gogh) 
 
“If you believe it will work out, you will see opportunities. If you don’t believe it will work out, you will 
see obstacles.” (Wayne Dyer) 
 
Use your thoughts to create your future. 
 
“This is my simple religion. No need for temples. No need for complicated philosophy. Your own mind, 
your own heart is the temple. Your philosophy is simple kindness.” (His Holiness, the 14th Dalai Lama) 
 
On Nature: 
We are all a part of nature. We are part of something so much bigger than ourselves. Look around you. 
Let us not ruin what keeps us alive. Take care of this vast, beautiful planet before she is gone. 
 



May we see the beauty in the humble and unexpected:  
the patient spider and the wayside flower, 
the daisy and the buttercup; 
the wheeling of silver birds against a leaden sky. 
 
May we manifest the sacred art of love 
in all our words and deeds, 
and to forgive ourselves and begin again when we fail. 
 
May we tread gently on the Earth 
who is our holy Mother 
and protect her from harm. 
 
May we honour the sacred in the everyday: 
a smile, a look, a word or a simple act of kindness. 
Amen. (Unitarian Prayer, Author unknown) 
 


